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Welcome to Career Services
Welcome to Career Services, where our purpose is to help students and alumni set and reach career
goals. Our office provides career related counseling, resources and events to help you explore career
pathways and take the steps needed to be successful. Don’t hesitate to contact us for assistance - this is
why we’re here!

Main Areas of Assistance:

 Major and Career Exploration:
 Explore majors and careers that fit your strengths, interests, and values
 Focus 2 online career assessment tool
 What Can I Do With This Major and other exploration tools
 Career Planning & Development:
 Career counseling - create a personalized plan to reach your career goals
 Graduate & professional school planning
 Developing your online professional profile/presence
 Resume & Cover Letter Preparation & Review:
 Create effective documents tailored to your career goals
 One-on-one meetings with career services staff
 Email and phone reviews and guidance
 Internships/Gaining Experience:
 Discover ways to gain valuable experience - work, internships, volunteering, activities, and more
 Assistance finding opportunities and connecting with employers
 Interview Preparation & Practice:
 One-on-one meetings to prepare for interviews
 Virtual interview practice and preparation on https://friends.biginterview.com/
 Mock interview sessions with faculty, employers, or peers
 Job Search Assistance:
 Job search strategies, assistance, job leads, and employer connections
 Events:
 Career Fairs
 Networking events
 Interview events
 Career related workshops and other events
 Resources on our Website - www.friends.edu/career-services:
 College Central Network - job leads, advice, and more!
 This toolkit!
 Link to “What Can I Do with This Major?”
 Link to Focus 2 Assessment and other career exploration resources
 Link to Big Interview
 Dress for Success Information
 Career Services Event Calendar
 Links to professional organizations, job searching websites, and our social media accounts
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Follow us on social media!
FriendsUniversityCareerServices
Career Services at Friends University
@CSFriendsU
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Resume Guidelines
Your resume and cover letter have a single purpose: To obtain an interview. The resume is an advertising
tool; it is an organized summary about your qualifications as a potential employee. Start the career planning
process by taking a personal inventory of your skills, interests, accomplishments, and experiences. The career
services office can assist you with this process. Since employers may spend as little as 30 seconds reviewing a
resume, you must quickly convey a positive vision of who you are and what you can do for the employer. The
resume must catch the reader's attention with an easy to follow, attractive, powerful summary of who you are as
a professional.

Resume Sections
Contact Information
• Always placed at the top of the page
• Include your name, telephone number, email address and/or LinkedIn profile
• If you feel comfortable, you may include your street address
Professional Summary/Summary of Qualifications
• An opening statement, short paragraph, or list of key qualifications to summarize your best
professional qualities/qualifications for the position
Education
• Any education-related information that enhances the employer's view of you
• High school information is usually excluded unless it significantly contributes to the vision
• May be listed before the Experience section if it is more relevant to the employer than your jobs
Include the following information:
• Your degree (e.g. BS or Bachelor of Science), major, and minor. If you have more than one degree, list
your most recent and relevant degree first. You may spell out the degree (Bachelor of Arts) or use
abbreviations (BA) if commonly understood.
• The name of the college or university, city, state, and graduation date
Optional items:
• A short list of relevant classes or projects completed.
• High GPA, honors, awards, scholarships, special projects, and certifications
Experience
• Include your most recent job title, employer, city, state, beginning and end dates of employment
(month and year), a description of job accomplishments, and outcomes
• Quantify accomplishments using numbers, percentages, time frames, and other specific details
• Describe your accomplishments and outcomes using bullets and action verbs
• If you lack paid job experience, include relevant unpaid experience (internship or volunteer)
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Accomplishments
Employers want to learn about your accomplishments and results in the following areas:
• Saving time or money
• Improving products or services
• Solving problems
• Managing a crisis
• Enhancing performance
• Increasing profits or services
Additional Headings
You can create headings to fit the skills you want to highlight. Foreign languages, computer languages, and
hardware/software are also often included in a special section. Include a heading if it is relevant in helping the
employer get the best possible impression of you and if it relates to the job.
Sample Headings
Leadership Experience
Professional Associations
Honors and Awards
Publications
Extracurricular Activities
Volunteer/Service Work
Computer Skills
Foreign Languages
International Experience
Presentations
Research Projects
Certifications and Licenses

Keys to an Effective Resume
Customize: If you are seeking more than one type of job, you will need several resumes tailored to each
position you are applying for.
Length:

Unless you have extensive, relevant experience, limit yourself to one page.

Specific:

Concise, detailed, results-oriented phrases get maximum interest, e.g., "Trained and managed
three sales clerks in women's clothing section, averaging highest weekly sales out of six
departments" Concisely describe your skills/qualifications, education, work history, and
interests. Think of the job or internship as an unmet need of an employer. Research the key skills
for the type of position you are applying for. Write statements that reflect these skills.

Language:

When possible, use the terminology or jargon of the employer.

Quantify:

Describe your duties and accomplishments with measurable data, e.g. dollars, percent, numbers,
and frequency. Use adjectives and adverbs to describe your actions and results with detailed
descriptions. Be specific about your skills and competencies; emphasize those skills most related
to the position.

Design:

Make the resume inviting to read with attractive headings, a good balance of black and white,
and a limited selection of font sizes and styles. Do not use less than 10-point font. Bullets and
columns can make it easier for employers to quickly review your resume.

Highlight:

The reader's eye goes first to the top, left side of the resume and this is where to place your most
important information. Headings and important details can be given extra emphasis by careful
use of indenting, italicizing, underlining, or bolding.

Proofread:
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Have your resume critiqued by several people, including a professional in your field and a staff
member in the career services office. Grammar, spelling, or typographical errors are
unacceptable.

Consistency: It is critical to provide information in a consistent format within each section of your resume. For
example, present each of your jobs consistently with job titles, employer name, location, and
dates in the same order.
Printing:

Most resumes will be uploaded to an online application or emailed to an employer, so you don’t
need to worry about special resume paper. If you are printing resumes for a career fair, taking
extra copies with you to an interview, or mailing resumes to an employer, you can use special
resume paper, but it’s certainly not required.

Choosing the Resume Format That’s Best for You
Your individual circumstances will determine what resume format will work best for you - the best choice is
often using elements from different formats. Remember, this is your professional story, and should be unique there is no one right format! Here are a few types of formats you might use as a general guideline for putting
your resume together, and some examples for guidance.
The Functional Format
This format emphasizes the applicable skills you have developed, rather than when or where you acquired them.
The functional format is a good choice when:
 You are making a career change
 You are entering the job market for the first time (or are pursuing an entry-level position) and you do not
have the applicable work history to build a chronological resume
 You want to emphasize the skills and capabilities relevant to the future job, rather than past job
responsibilities
The Chronological Format
This format lists your employment history starting with your most recent or current employment and working
backward to your first job (or 10-15 years into the past, whichever comes first)
The Chronological Format is a good choice when:
 You want to call attention to a stable work history
 You want to highlight upward mobility, accomplishments, and promotions in your chosen career
 You are applying for a job in a very conservative company or field
 You want to find a job in the same area as your previous job(s)
Do not use the Chronological Format when:
 You are changing careers or looking for work in an area you haven’t worked before
 You are looking for your first job and lack experience related to the job for which you’re applying
 You have changed employers frequently in the past, have significant gaps in work history, or have been
absent from the job market for awhile
 You want to emphasize skills that haven’t been used in recent work experience
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Functional Resume Example

A functional resume should
emphasize skills and
abilities rather than specific
work experience.

Include specific duties that
have developed each
specific skill.

Use buzzwords specific to the
industry such as program names,
common lingo, or phrases.

Be sure to include a brief
experience section, listed in
chronological order

Tips & Tricks!

Quantify your list of responsibilities if possible.
For example “Trained and managed three sales
clerks in women's clothing section, averaging
highest weekly sales out of six departments.”
Adding numerical value will give a future
employer a better picture of your responsibility.

Remember!
If you have
extensive
relative
experience and
are pursuing a
high level
position, a two
page résumé
may be
suggested.
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Chronological Resume Example
Keep heading professional, clean,
and simple.

Remember!
For present jobs, use
present tense action
verbs; for past jobs,
use past tense.

Demonstrates a
well-rounded student.

Include leadership roles.

Remember!
You may want to consider creating a new
email for professional contacts only. Your
Friends University student email will expire
soon after graduation.
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Chronological Resume Example 2

Use the “Summary of

Qualifications” section
to summarize your
professional experience
and the resulting skill
set.

Try not to do this! Keep
descriptions of positions on
the same page if possible.

A Skills section will
highlight skills and abilities
clearly for employers to see
– this can be especially
good for people changing
careers or industries.

Emphasize any Professional
Affiliations and/or Certifications
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Resume Example – Performance Profile

Be sure to highlight
skills that are relevant to
the position you are
applying for – this is a
great way to show
transferable skills.

A Performance Profile
or Summary lets the
employer see
immediately what you
have to offer and why
they should keep
reading!

Did you achieve
something great in
your previous
positions? Make sure
to include relevant
accomplishments,
promotions, or other
performance
highlights.

Not sure about the order of your
resume sections?
Make sure the most relevant information
is at the top, where it won’t be missed.
Show employers right away that you
have the skills, education, and
qualifications they are looking for!
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Resume Worksheet
Contact Information: (Name, address, Phone and Email)
_____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Education: (Degree title, institution name, date earned or anticipated completion date):
_____________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Relevant Coursework: (if applicable)
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

Skills: (Technology, Languages and Special Skills)
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

Experience: (Relevant Work, Internships, Volunteer – Paid or Unpaid. Most recent first with title,
organization, location and dates. Use action verbs to describe responsibilities.)
1.___________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
2.___________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
3.___________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Honors and Awards: (Academic and Professional Awards - if applicable)
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Campus or Community Activities: (Volunteer, Student Groups, Leadership Roles, Community Work,
Research, etc. - if applicable)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________
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Resume Action Verbs

If you find yourself using the same words over and over to describe your experience, try using a few words from this list
to add a little variety. You can also visit websites like www.thesaurus.com or www.dictionary.com to find word
meanings and synonyms.
Accentuated
Accompanied
Achieved
Acquired
Acted
Adapted
Addressed
Adjusted
Administered
Adopted
Advanced
Advertised
Advised
Advocated
Aided
Allotted
Amended
Amplified
Analyzed
Anticipated
Applied
Appointed
Appraised
Approved
Arranged
Articulated
Assembled
Assessed
Assigned
Assisted
Attended
Audited
Authored
Awarded
Balanced
Blended
Blocked Bought
Bridged
Broadened
Budgeted
Built Calculated
Canvassed
Capitalized
Catalogued
Cautioned

Centralized
Certified
Chaired
Challenged
Changed
Charted
Checked
Cited
Clarified
Classified
Closed
Co-authored
Coached
Communicated
Compared
Compiled
Composed
Conducted
Conserved
Considered
Consolidated
Constructed
Consulted
Contacted
Contracted
Contributed
Controlled
Converted
Conveyed
Convinced
Cooperated
Coordinated
Counseled
Corresponded
Created
Critiqued
Cultivated
Debated
Decided
Decreased
Deducted
Defined
Delegated
Delivered
Demonstrated

Described
Designated
Designed
Detected
Determined
Developed
Devised
Devoted
Diagnosed
Diagramed
Directed
Discovered
Discussed
Displayed
Dissected
Distributed
Documented
Drafted Drew
Earned Edited
Educated
Elected Enabled
Encouraged
Engineered
Enhanced
Established
Estimated
Evaluated
Examined
Executed
Exhibited
Expanded
Expedited
Experimented
Explained
Explored
Expressed
Facilitated
Fielded
Finalized
Finished
Focused
Forecasted
Forged
Formalized
Formed

Formulated
Fostered
Founded
Framed
Furthered
Gathered
Generated
Graded
Guided
Handled
Headed
Hired
Hosted
Identified
Illustrated
Implemented
Improved
Incorporated
Increased
Influenced
Informed
Initiated
Innovated
Inspected
Inspired
Installed
Instituted
Instructed
Integrated
Interacted
Interpreted
Interviewed
Introduced
Investigated
Issued
Launched
Led
Linked
Lobbied
Maintained
Managed
Mapped
Marketed
Measured
Mediated
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Mentored
Mobilized
Modeled
Modified
Monitored
Motivated
Navigated
Negotiated
Observed
Orchestrated
Organized
Originated
Outlined
Overhauled
Oversaw
Participated
Partnered
Performed
Persuaded
Photographed
Pioneered
Planned
Played
Plotted

Predicted
Prepared
Presented
Processed
Produced
Programmed
Promoted
Proposed
Provided
Publicized
Purchased
Qualified
Questioned
Raised
Ranked
Recorded
Redesigned
Refined
Rehabilitated
Remodeled
Reorganized
Repaired
Represented
Researched

Resolved
Responded
Restored
Revamped
Reviewed
Revised
Revitalized
Revived
Scheduled
Screened
Scrutinized
Secured
Selected
Served
Serviced
Settled
Shaped
Simulated
Sold
Solicited
Solved
Sought
Specialized
Specified

Spoke
Sponsored
Staffed
Standardized
Stimulated
Streamlined
Strengthened
Studied
Submitted
Summarized
Supervised
Supplied
Supported
Surveyed
Tailored
Taught
Targeted
Tested
Trained
Translated
Updated
Verified
Wrote
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Resume Checklist
General:











Always include a cover letter. A well-written cover letter can only increase your chance for an
interview.
Proofread for typographical, spelling, and grammar errors.
Ask a career services staff member to critique your resume.
Understand the impact of potentially controversial information such as inclusion of your religious or
political affiliations, your sexual orientation, or detailed, personal information. Is there a compelling
reason for including the information? Does it relate to the job?
Keep your resume focused and targeted to a specific job.
Prioritize experience and education sections depending upon the employer's needs.
Focus on higher level and transferable skills.
Include specific examples of significant accomplishments and results.
Always save your document as a PDF as it will be easier to upload on an application site or email to an
employer, and eliminates any doubt as to how it will appear on the employer’s screen.

Language:









Find appropriate synonyms rather than using the same words repeatedly.
Describe the positive results or outcomes of your actions or duties.
Exclude abbreviations that the employer is not likely to understand.
Speak positively about your background and skills, persuasively relating them to your job objective.
Be consistent with verb tenses. Use past tense verbs with jobs in the past, and present tense verbs for
current positions.
Use action verbs to start the phrases in the experience section of your resume.
Use key words (nouns and short phrases) when you know your resume will be scanned into a database.
Eliminate extraneous information.
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Cover Letter Strategies
General Rules to Remember


If referred to the employer by a professional, be sure to provide the referral’s name.



Talk about and quantify your accomplishments that relate to the position.



Be brief and concise, no more than one page.



Proofread and have others proofread your cover letter for errors, including career services staff



Single space within each paragraph, double space between paragraphs.



Always sign your cover letter if you are printing it out.



Match the heading of your cover letter to the heading of your resume.



If you lack a skill or some required experience discuss how you can pick up the skill quickly, or how
other experience will substitute.



It is common to have the cover letter be the text of an email, with the resume attached.



Always save your document as a PDF be uploading on an application site or emailing to an employer.

Mistakes to Avoid


Never misrepresent your background, skills and experiences.



Never sound desperate or negative.



Never confess shortcomings! Give a positive slant to your background and experience.



Do not repeat your resume, but summarize and enhance - add your best professional personality traits,
and other information that is hard to quantify in a resume.



Always send an email version of your cover letter and resume to yourself first to make sure it opens up
perfectly.



Always read and follow any employer instructions for submitting a cover letter and resume.
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Cover Letter Guidelines
Number One Rule: Be sure to tailor each cover letter to the organization you are sending it to!
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Marketable Personality Traits

Use these to create variety in your cover letter!
Task Oriented Skills























Accurate
Adaptable
Ambitious
Analytical
Artistic talent
Awareness
Capable
Clear-thinker
Commitment to growth
Competent
Conscientious
Cooperative
Creative
Dedicated
Dependable
Eager
Efficient
Energetic
Enterprising
Eye for detail
Farsighted
Flexible
























Goal directed
Good judgment
Hard worker
High achiever
High energy
Highly motivated
Honest
Imaginative
Independent
Industrious
Innovative
Leadership ability
Loves a challenge
Loyal
Manages time efficiently
Methodical
Meticulous
Motivated
Optimistic
Orderly
Organized
Perfectionist
























Persistent
Problem solver
Productive
Punctual
Quick learner
Realistic
Resourceful
Risk taker
Self-motivated
Sense of humor
Sensitive
Serious
Shrewd
Sincere
Solution focused
Team player
Thorough
Trustworthy
Verbal
Versatility
Visionary
Works well under pressure









Outgoing
Sensible
Supportive
Sympathetic
Teamwork
Tolerant of others
Understanding

People Oriented Skills








Ability to motivate others
Congenial
Cooperative
Courteous
Diplomatic
Eloquent
Excellent communication
skills









Friendly
Generous
Gets along well with
others
Good listener
Helpful
Leadership Qualities
Optimistic
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Writing a Curriculum Vitae
When to use a CV:
 To communicate a scholarly identity
 To give an extensive listing of all professional and educational experiences; attention is focused on
coursework, publications, and presentations
 For academic or clinical positions
 For admission into a doctoral program, fellowship, or internship in the academic world (if you have
extensive publications/presentation experience)
 Length: 2 pages or more; a fully detailed CV for seasoned faculty or clinicians could be in excess of 20
pages.
What to include:
 Heading (name, address, telephone number, email address)
 Education
o Degrees, institutions, graduation dates
o List most recent degree first
o Be consistent in font formatting
o Dissertation or thesis title (if applicable), advisor/committee members’ names
 Professional experience
o Study abroad/international experience
o Include in reverse chronological order
 Teaching experience/areas of specialization
 Research experience/areas of specialization
 Awards and honors
 Grants and Fellowships
 Certification/Licensure
 Publications
 Presentations
 Language, computer, technical skills
 Service and membership in professional associations
Do:







Remain consistent in format, font, and alignment
Fill at least 2 pages
Use Times New Roman font
Bold, Underline, Italicize, and/or capitalize headings
Include a cover letter
Have all documentation reviewed by a career services staff member

Do not:
 Use smaller than 11pt font or larger than 12pt font
 Use a template or table
 Lie, exaggerate, or misrepresent the truth
 Include excess, irrelevant information to fill space
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Reference Page
Most employers will require you to submit at least two professional references as part of your application.
Make sure to create a separate document that is attached to your application rather than listing your references
on your resume or adding the sentence “references available upon request”.
Use the same
contact information
heading that was
used on your résumé

Use credible references (no
family, or non-experience
related contacts).

Be consistent with
formatting (font,
size, order) when
listing references.

Additional Key Points to remember:
 A reference page should only be included if specifically asked for
 Ask permission before listing a contact as a reference
 Once given permission, let the contact know the position being
applied for and what attributes they may be asked to comment on.
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The Interview
Purpose of the Interview
The job interview is the most decisive step in your search for a job. The purpose of the job interview is to get a
second interview or a job offer. To get a better understanding of interviewing, you must first look at the
employer’s objectives, and yours.
The employer wishes to:
 Fill a position or solve a problem and wants to find the best possible person to do the job.
 Find out what you can do for the organization and how much you will cost.
 Find out about your personality, skills, and appearance.
 Decide if you meet their needs, fit in at the organization, and can excel in the position.
You wish to:
 Establish rapport with the interviewer.
 Give additional, relevant information about what you can do for the organization.
 Gather additional information about the organization.
 Make a tentative decision about whether the company and position provides what you need.

Different Types of Interviews
Screening and Phone Interview:
Usually the first step in the interview process performed by a member of the human resources department.
Direct questions are used to find out how well you fit the culture of the company and whether you have the
required knowledge and qualifications.
Tips:
 Choose the right environment (free from background noise, well lit, comfortable temperature)
 Have your resume in front of you and be ready to take notes
 Highlight areas of your resume that are relevant to this position

Face-to-Face / One-on-One Interview:
The interview type most people are familiar with. Usually face-to-face interviews take place after the phone
screening. Therefore, the employer will know that you have the listed requirements for the job. The focus
during the one-on-one interview will lay on testing your listed skills as well as how you will fit into the
company.
Tips:
 Keep your answers short and precise
 Try to establish a positive relationship to the interviewer
 Emphasize how you will add value to the company
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Candidate Group Interview:
This type of interview involves two or more applicants for the same job and usually two or more
interviewers. Candidate group interviews are used to see how well you are able to perform in an
environment with your peers. The interviewers will observe your teamwork, leadership, and communication
skills.
Tips:
 Try to stand out by making a positive impression without being overly aggressive
 Work with others instead of against them
 Don’t talk down on other candidates. Always be respectful
 Listen to others as they provide answers. Don’t just wait for your turn to talk.

Panel or Committee Interview:
A candidate is interviewed by a group of interviewers (most likely higher management employees). The
main idea of that kind of interview is putting an interviewee under more pressure than during a typical oneto-one interview. It could be the case that you have four or five people all asking you questions. The panel
(or committee) will then consider how well you performed under such demanding conditions.
Tips:
 Try to find out who will be on the interview panel.
 Brainstorm possible questions each person might ask
 Introduce yourself to each person.
 When asked a question, maintain eye contact with the person asking; when you answer, address the
whole panel or committee.

Preparation for the Interview
Know Yourself
 What are your interests, abilities & values
 Why are you qualified for this position
 Review behavioral interview questions
Know Your Potential Employer
 Research the organization
 Know if your interviewer will be making the hiring decision
 Review the HR benefits and any other materials that are sent to you ahead of time

Tips for Interview Success
Interview skills can be improved with PRACTICE.







Mock interview with career services
Virtual mock interviews at https://friends.biginterview.com/
Video or tape recorder, or in front of a mirror
Friend, spouse, parent, mentor, or other trusted professional
Becoming familiar with the questions will allow you to feel more comfortable during the interview
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It is important to:








Arrive 10-15 minutes early and do not bring friends to an interview
Maintain good eye contact
Not use slang
Be concise: do not ramble, and use complete sentences
Be honest, even when describing any shortcomings. Just be sure to remain positive
Be a friendly and attentive participator

Common Questions asked by Employers
































Tell me about yourself.
What are your strengths?
What are your weaknesses?
Why are you interested in working for [insert company name here]?
Where do you see yourself in five years? Ten years?
Why do you want to leave your current company?
Why was there a gap in your employment between [insert date] and [insert date]?
What makes you different from the other candidates?
What are things your former manager would like you to improve on?
Are you willing to relocate?
Are you willing to travel?
Situational/behavioral questions – patients/customers, coworkers, etc.
Tell me about an accomplishment you are most proud of.
Tell me about a time you made a mistake.
What is your dream job?
How did you hear about this position?
What would you look to accomplish in the first 30 days/60 days/90 days on the job?
Questions about what’s on your resume.
Discuss your educational background.
How would others describe you?
What is a challenge you’ve overcome in the past?
Why should we hire you?
Would you work holidays/weekends? What is your availability? Overtime?
How would you deal with an angry or irate customer?
What are your salary requirements?
Give a time when you went above and beyond the requirements for a project.
Who are our competitors?
What motivates you to do your best?
Do you have a mentor, and what did you learn from them?
Tell me about a time when you disagreed with your boss.
How do you handle pressure?
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What is the name of our CEO?
What are your career goals?
What gets you up in the morning?
What would your coworkers say about you?
What were your bosses’ strengths/weaknesses?
Are you a leader or a follower?
What are your co-worker pet peeves?
What are your hobbies?
What makes you uncomfortable?
What are some of your leadership experiences?
How would you fire someone?
What do you like the most and least about working in this industry?
What questions haven’t I asked you?
What questions do you have for me?

Behavioral Interview Questions
Answering behavioral questions can be easier if you follow the STAR Technique. It will help you stay
focused on the important aspects of your answer without getting off track or rambling. Also, remember to
always end your answers to these questions on a positive note – even if they are asking you about something
negative, such as a weakness or workplace conflict. What you focus on is what the employer will
remember, so keep it positive!
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Behavioral Questions – Examples
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Describe a situation in which you were able to use persuasion to successfully convince someone to change
things.
Describe an instance when you had to think on your feet to remove yourself from a difficult situation.
Give me a specific example of a time when you used good judgment and logic in solving a problem.
By providing examples, convince me that you can adapt to a wide variety of people, situations, and
environments.
Tell me about a time when you made an intentional effort to get to know someone from another culture.
Describe a time on any job that you held in which you were faced with problems or stresses that tested your
coping skills.
Tell me about a time when you had to make a decision without all of the information you needed.
Tell me about a time in which you had to use written communication skills in order to communicate an
important point.
Discuss a time when your integrity was challenged.
Give me an example of an important goal which you set in the past and describe your success in reaching it.
Descirbe the most significant or creative presentation that you have had to complete.
Tell me about a time when you had to go above and beyond the call of duty in order to complete a project.
Give me an example of a time when you were able to successfully communicate with a person that you did
not get along with on a personal level.
Describe a situation that required you to do a number of things at the same time.
Tell me about a time when you worked with a classmate who was not doing his/her share of the work.
Give me an example of a time when you learned from a mistake.
Describe an unpopular decision you have made and the results.
Tell me about your transition from high school to college.
Walk me through a situation where you had to conduct research and/or analyze the results for one of your
classes.
Describe a situation where you had to learn a large amount of material quickly.

Illegal Interview Questions

Even though it is illegal for employers to ask questions that violate discrimination laws (race, color,
religion, sex, marital status, children, national origin, disability, and age), not all employers are good about
following the rules when it comes to asking questions. While it is always okay to report these things after
the interview, you do want to be ready to respond to an illegal question if it happens.
The sad truth is that if you inform the employer that the question is illegal, it probably won’t help your
chances of getting hired (if you still want the job, depending on the severity of the question!). If you are
asked about something that you do not wish to answer, you can say something such as “there is nothing in
my personal life that will distract me from succeeding in this position and giving 100% every day!”

Personal Information

When answering interview questions, it is extremely important to make sure you’re not giving out too much
information, especially personal information! We want employers to know about our education, training,
skills, experience, and ability to be a dedicated, hard-working employee. That is all - we do not want them
to know about your spouse/significant other, children, medical history, pets, etc. during the
interview…why? One reason is that it has nothing to do with the position or your ability to be a great
employee! Another reason is that you don’t want to give employers the ability to discriminate against you
because you offered the information.
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Questions Candidates Ask Employers





Always prepare 3-5 questions to ask at the conclusion of the interview
Gather information about the organization to see if you wish to work for this employer
It is inappropriate to ask about salaries or benefits during the interview - wait until an offer is made
Appropriate questions to ask include:
 What is the employer’s management philosophy?
 What is the nature of the training program and supervision given?
 What qualities are you looking for in an employee?
 How would you describe the work environment at your company and in this office?
 Do you give annual reviews and if so, how do you use the results?
 What is the timeline for hiring this position?

Appropriate Dress Attire
“You only get one chance to make a first impression”.
This is not a trite statement when it comes to interviews. Employers are considering how you will appear to
their other employees and to the public (or clients). Therefore, it is extremely important that you create an
appropriate first impression by:
 Understanding the attire accepted by the employing organization (business casual, business formal, etc.)
*See examples below.
 Dressing as you would the first day on the job or even “up” a step.
 Avoiding extremes in hair style, make-up, jewelry, perfume or after-shave. If you wear a beard, it
should be neatly trimmed.
 Being well groomed – shoes polished and dirt free, clothes should be cleaned, pressed and fit well, nails
and facial hair are well kept, breath is fresh, no cigarette smoke odor, etc.
 Making sure attire is conservative.
 Carry a portfolio or briefcase to hold keys, extra resume copies, etc. If you must take your phone in to
the interview with you, make sure it is OFF.
**If in doubt, know that a suit is always impressive!
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Business vs. Business Casual Attire

Business Attire

Business Casual (Men)

Business Casual (Women)
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After the Interview
 Record your observations. Doing this will assist you, should you have a need to ask the employer
additional questions.
 Comparing one employer with another.
 Evaluation: How did you feel during the interview? What questions did you answer well? Poorly? Did
you learn new information about the organization? Does the interviewer have adequate knowledge of
your background and career interest?
 Can also add columns for the salary, benefits, vacation/sick leave time, etc.

Salary Negotiation
It is very likely that at some point you will be asked about your salary expectations, either on the application or
during the interview. This can be tricky – you don’t want to ask for too much or too little. One option is to
answer “negotiable” – this may work better on a written application than in the interview. If you are asked this
during an interview, one good option is to provide a salary range. For example, $35,000-$40,000 per year whatever is appropriate for the position and your level of education/experience. If the job posting listed a
starting pay or salary range, you can let the employer know that your desired pay falls within their posted range.
Remember, you have the most negotiating power after they offer you a position…make sure they have picked
you before making any requests for higher starting pay, extra benefits, etc. For this reason, try not to talk about
salary and benefits too much during the interview – wait until you know you’re the one they want! 
 To most effectively give pay ranges and negotiate salary, you will want to do some research on average
starting wages for the position in your area. Two good websites to get this information are:
Bureau of Labor Statistics: http://www.bls.gov/bls/blswage.htm
Kansas Department of Labor: http://www.dol.ks.gov/LMIS/Default.aspx

Thank You Letter
After every interview, you should follow up with a thank you letter, note card, or e-mail. The format you
choose should mirror the communication that you have had with the employer to set up the interview. If
they have communicated via e-mail, it is acceptable to e-mail the thank you letter. If you have
communicated via phone or printed materials, then you should send a written note or letter. If your
handwriting is not professional and/or legible then you should plan to print the note or letter. Remember to:




Address the letter to the person or people with whom you interviewed
Include important points from your interview & your interest in the position
Send within 24-48 hours; time is of the essence

A thank you letter is very important since it keeps your name fresh in the recruiter’s mind and further
communicates your desire for the position. Some employers even screen out candidates on the basis of
whether or not they sent a thank you letter.
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Thank You Letter Example

Frank Fitness
(316) 295-5832 • career@friends.edu
(Your contact information heading will be placed here. Make sure it is consistent with your résumé and cover letter)

Mr. Foster Walker
Director, ABC Fitness
1234 Walnut Ave
Starbrooke, VA 23607
Dear Mr. Walker:
I want to thank you very much for interviewing me yesterday for the associate director position. I enjoyed
meeting you and learning more about your fitness program.
(Express your sincere appreciation.)

My enthusiasm for the position and my interest in working for ABC Fitness were strengthened as a result of the
interview. I think my education and internship experiences fit nicely with the job requirements, and I am sure
that I could make a significant contribution to the company over time.
(Reemphasize your strongest qualifications. Draw attention to the good match between your qualifications and the job
requirements.)

I want to reiterate my strong interest in the position, and I would be honored to join your team. Please feel free
to contact me at 316-295-5885 or ffitness@email.com if I can provide you with any additional information.
(Reiterate your interest in the position. Use the opportunity to provide or offer supplemental information not previously

given)

Again, thank you for the interview and your consideration, and I look forward to hearing from you.
(Restate your appreciation)

Sincerely,

Frank Fitness
Frank Fitness
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Web Resources
The following list of sites may assist you in your career search. For others, contact Career Services!
Kansas Labor Information Center: https://klic.dol.ks.gov/gsipub/index.asp?docid=442
U.S. Department of Labor Occupational Outlook: http://www.bls.gov/ooh/
Workforce Alliance of South Central Kansas: www.workforce-ks.com
KansasWorks Job Search: www.kansasworks.com
LinkedIn Job Website: https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/
Indeed: www.indeed.com
Federal Jobs: www.usajobs.gov
O*Net Online: www.onetonline.org
Career Builder – http://www.careerbuilder.com/
Career Site - http://www.careersite.com/
Federal Jobs Digest - http://www.jobsfed.com/
Society for Human Resources Management - http://www.shrm.org/Pages/default.aspx
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